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Foreword 
This publication is a guide for 4-H'ers, 4-H leaders, county 
extension agents, show managers, and parents. 
It is designed to establish uniform regulations and proce-
dures for the 4-H Dog Project and events throughout the state. 
Please use this guide when setting up shows and establishing 
show rules. 
Objectives 
The purpose of the dog project is to help 4-H boys and girls: 
• Develop leadership, initiative, self-reliance, and sports-
manship. 
• Experience the pride and responsibility of being involved 
with a dog. 
• Learn a greater love for animals and develop a humane 
attitude toward them. 
• Prepare for citizenship responsibilities by working to-
gether in groups and supporting community dog pro-
jects and activities. 
4-H Name and Emblem 
The use of the name and emblem of 4-H is regulated by 
Federal Law. This law states that only activities or programs 
under supervision of the Cooperative Extension Service may 
use the name and emblem of 4-H. Any district, area, or state 4-H 
dog show must have the approval of the state 4-H office. 
Shows sponsored by other organizations and shows that do 
not provide separate classes for 4-H'ers are not permitted to use 
the name and emblem of 4-H. In such cases, the title "junior dog 
show" or a similar name should be used. 
General Regulations 
• To insure that dogs are eligible to compete, proof of 
current rabies and parvo-virus vaccination must be 
presented to the veterinarian or show committee on 
registration day. The OHL is also highly recommended. 
• Any abuse of dogs on the grounds or in the ring will 
result in disqualification. 
• No dog in season will be allowed to show in showman-
ship or obedience. 
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Ownership 
The 4-H member does not need to own the dog, but should 
have a signed certificate stating that the 4-H member has 
trained, groomed and cared for the dog since April 1 of the 
current year. The 4-H member must be in the Dog Project and 
carry the dog as a project to exhibit. 
SHOWMANSHIP 
Showmanship gives each 4-H'er the opportunity to show off 
his dog and himself to the best of his ability. Judging is based on 
the 4-H'er's ability to groom and show his dog by breed stand-
ards. Conformation of the dog is not evaluated in showmanship. 
Class Descriptions 
Junior Novice -13 years and under (as of January 1). Judging 
is based entirely on the member's ability to groom and show the 
dog by breed standards. A crossbred dog should be shown and 
groomed by the breed standard it most resembles. 
Junior Open - 4-H members who have achieved a blue ribbon 
in Junior Novice must move to th is class. 
Senior Novice -14 years and over (as of January 1 ). Judging is 
based on the member's ability to groom and show the dog by 
breed standards. A crossbred dog should be shown in and 
groomed according to the breed standard it most resembles. 
Senior Open - 4-H members who have achieved a blue ribbon 
in Senior Novice must move to this class. 
Showing Tips for the 4-H'er 
• Use a show leash when showing a dog. The show lead or 
leash will serve both as a collar and a leash . Remove all 
other collars. The lead is usually made out of a nylon 
material , although some are made of leather with a thin 
chain. There_ are many different types. Use a lead that 
suits your dog. The color is optional. The 6-foot obe-
dience leather lead is not acceptable. 
• Place the show leash around the dog's throat so it can be 
tightened without choking the animal. Position the collar 
portion of the leash around the neck, just behind the 
ears. This will allow you to control your dog. 
• It is the responsibility of each 4-H'er to groom his own 
dog unless the dog requ ires special grooming. Since 
grooming is part of the learning experience in the dog 
project, it is important to learn why each breed of dog 
requires a special cut. 
• Remember to always be prepared before the show. The 
judge has the right to ask questions about your dog and 
project. 
• Your appearance is very important in Showmanship. 
The type of clothing is not specified, but should be neat. 
It is best to wear a simple oxford or canvas shoe. 
• Be able to move your dog in a straight and even gait 
working together as a team. Be alert and keep your eyes 
on the judge so you can react with the least amount of 
hesitation. Avoid putting yourself between the dog and 
the judge. Any unnecessary jerking, pulling, or extremely 
loud commands are not acceptable. 
• The judge will examine each dog individually for groom-
ing . When setting up your dog for the individual exami-
nation or when in line, always try to stack or position 
your dog according to breed standards. If you have a 
mixed breed, try to determine the breed it most closely 
resembles and use that breed standard. 
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• Each 4-H'er and dog do a pattern chosen by the judge 
from the four main patterns shown in this guide. All 
4-H'ers should make themselves familiar with these 
patterns. 
• Remember that good sportsmanship is important. 
Accept the judge's decision graciously. Anyone who 
feels a decision was unfair should file a complaint with 
the show committee. 
Summary 
In Showmanship, the 4-H'er and the dog are being judged as 
a team. It is important that both are well-groomed and prepared 
for the day's events. Be sure to know the dog well to answer any 
questions the judge may ask. Remember, the judge's decision is 
final. Above all, remember to be a good sport and have a good 
time! 
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Obedience gives 4-H'ers the opportunity to show off their 
dogs to the best of their ability. Judging is based on the ability of 
the handler and dog to perform standard exercises. 
General Guidelines 
• Do not allow dogs and handlers to enter the show before 
the classes. 
• Bailing dogs with food and/or squeakers is not allowed. 
• A 4-H'er may enter only one dog per class. 
Scoring 
The state 4-H Dog Program Development Committee has 
adopted the curve system of scoring in place of the old point 
scoring method. It is suggested that all counties use this curve 
scoring method. 
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Class Descriptions 
Beginner A- For 4-H'ers with dogs in their first year of training 
at home or in an organized class. 4-H'ers working with the same 
dog may participate in this class for only one year. Dogs with 
more than one year of training and those who have achieved 
one leg of their CD are ineligible. 
Beginner B - For 4-H'ers with previous obedience training 
experience who are working with a new dog. 4'H'er's working 
with the same dog may participate in this class for only one year. 
Graduate Beginner - For dogs with no training beyond this 
level. Dogs will perform the Long Sit, Long Down, Stand for 
Examination, and Recall Off Lead . No dogs can stay in this class 
more than two years or after receiving a blue ribbon at the State 
Show level. 
Novice - For 4-H'ers and dogs with two or more years of 
obedience training. No dogs can stay in this class more than two 
years or after receiving a blue ribbon at the State Show level. A 
dog with a CD is ineligible for this class. 
Graduate Novice - 4-H'ers and dogs who have received a blue 
ribbon in the Novice class or those members who wish to enter 
due to previous training. No dog can stay in this class more than 
two years or after receiving a blue ribbon at the State Show level. 
Dogs with a CDX are ineligible. 
Open A- 4-H'ers may participate in this class for no more than 
two years or until receiving a blue ribbon at the State Show level. 
A dog with a CDX is ineligible. 
Open B - For 4-H members and dogs who have participated in 
open class for more than two years or those with dogs having 
CDX. 
Utlllty - Unrestricted 
Brace - For 4-H'ers with two dogs or for those who wish to 
"team up" and train a brace. No particular level of training is 
required or prohibited in this class. The Graduate Beginner 
score card is used in judging . 
Four-Dog Team - For 4-H'ers who wish to work together in 
training their dogs to perform as a unit of four. The Heel on 
Leash and Figure Eight will be done on lead. The Stand for 
Examination and the Recall will be done off lead. Each dog will 
be called individually. The one minute Long Sit and three minute 
Long Down will be done with the handler in sight. The Graduate 
Beginner score card will be used in judging. 
REGULATIONS 
FOR PERFORMANCE 
Ring 
The suggested size ring for an indoor show is 35 feet wide 
and 50 feet long for all obedience classes. The floor should have 
a surface or covering that provides firm footing for the largest 
dogs. Rubber or a similar nonslip material must be laid for the 
take off and landing at all jumps unless the surface does not 
require it. This should be determined by the judge. 
At an outdoor show or trial, the rings should be about 40 feet 
wide and 50 feet long. The ground must be clean and level, and 
any grass should be cut short. For open classes, the show 
committee is responsible for providing an appropriate place for 
the handlers to go completely out of sight of their dogs. If 
inclement weather at an outdoor trial necessitates the judging of 
obedience under shelter, the ring size requirement may be 
waived . 
Use of Leash 
Keep all dogs on leash except when in the obedience ring . 
Bring dogs into and take them out of the ring on leash. Dogs 
may be kept on leash in the ring when brought in to receive 
awards and when waiting in the ring before and after the group 
exercises. Leave the leash on the judge's table between the 
individual exercises and during all exercises. The leash may be 
of fabric or leather and must be six feet in length . 
Collars . 
Dogs in the obedience ring must wear well-fitting slip collars 
of chain or leather. Fancy collars, spiked collars, other special 
training collars, or collars that are either too tight or so large that 
they hang down unnecessarily in front of the dogs are not 
permitted. There should be no other objects hanging from the 
collar. 
Misbehavior 
Misbehavior includes any disciplining of your dog in the 
ring , display of fear or nervousness by the dog, or uncontrolled 
behavior of the dog such as snapping, barking, relieving itself in 
the ring, or running away from its handler. Whether the misbe-
havior occurs during an exercise, between exercises, or before 
and after judging, it must be penalized according to the serious-
ness of misbehavior. The judge may even expel or excuse the 
dog from further competition. 
Commands and Signals 
When a command or signal is mentioned in these guidelines, 
it means that only a single command or signal may be given by 
the handler. Any extra commands or signals must be penalized, 
except when the guidelines specify either a command or a 
signal or both. When both a command and signal are given, they 
must be made simultaneously. When a signal is permitted and 
given, it must be a single gesture with one arm and hand only. 
The arm must immediately be returned to a natural position. 
Delay in following a judge's order to give a command or signal 
must be penalized, unless the delay is directed by the judge 
because of some distraction or interference. 
Loud commands by handlers to their dogs create a poor 
impression of obedience and should be avoided. Shouting is not 
necessary, even in a noisy place, if the dog is properly trained to 
respond to a normal tone of voice. Commands that in the judge's 
opinion are excessively loud will be penalized. 
EXPLANATIONS OF EXERCISES 
Heel Position 
The Heel Position can be used whether the dog is sitting, 
standing or moving . Heel means that the dog should be in 
straight alignment and facing the same direction as the handler. 
The dog should be close to the handler's left leg without crowd-
ing. This permits the handler freedom of movement. The area 
from the dog's head to shoulder should be in line with the 
handler's left hip. 
Heel on Leash 
Heel on Leash is a test of how well the handler and his dog 
follow the judge's commands of forward , halt, right turn , left 
turn , about turn , normal, slow, fast, and figure eight. The dog 
starts out in Heel position. 
• Forward - Handler and dog should walk briskly, in a 
natural manner, with the dog on a loose leash. The dog 
should walk in Heel position. 
• Halt - The handler will stop and his dog will sit straight 
and smartly in Heel position . This should be done with-
out a command or signa l. 
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• Right turn - The handler pivots on the ball of his right 
foot and brings the left foot around smoothly and close 
to the ground. The dog should turn with the handler. 
This should be done squarely. 
• Left turn - This is the opposite of a right turn. 
• About turn - The handler hesitates on the left foot and 
pivots on the balls of both feet, then steps smartly on the 
left foot. The handler will do a right about turn in all 
cases. 
• Normal - The handler and dog should walk at a normal 
pace. 
• Fast - The handler and dog must run, moving forward 
at a noticeably accelerated pace. 
• Figure eight - The handler and dog should walk in Heel 
position between two stewards who should stand about 
8 feet apart. If there is only one steward , the contestant 
should walk around and between the judge and the 
steward. The figure eight in the Novice classes should be 
done on a leash . The handler may choose to go in either 
direction, and should go twice around with at least one 
halt during and another halt at the end of the exercise. 
These orders may be given in any sequence and may 
be repeated if necessary. The judge will give the order 
"forward" in order to start the exercises, and "exercise 
finished " before going on the the figure eight. 
During these exercises, the leash may be held in 
either or in both hands, provided the hands are in a 
natural position . The leash must not be used to signal or 
give assistance to the dog or a penalty will result. 
Stand for Examination 
In Stand for Examination, the handler poses his dog in order 
for the judge to examine him. 
The judge will first give the order for examination . Then the 
handler will pose his dog off leash and command and/or signal 
him to stay. The handler will then walk 6 feet in front of the dog, 
turn, and face him. The handler may use the method of his 
choice for posing the dog, within a reasonable time limit, before 
giving the command and/or signal to stay. 
The judge will approach the dog from the front and will touch 
its head, back, and hindquarters only. The judge will then give 
the "back to your dog" command . The handler will then return to 
his dog and stand in Heel position. The dog must remain in 
standing position until the judge says "exercise finished". The 
dog must show no shyness or resentment during this exercise. 
Heel Free 
This should be executed in the same manner as Heel on 
Leash, except that the dog is off the leash . Heeling in both 
Novice and Open classes is done in the same manner, except 
that in the Open classes all work is done off leash, including the 
figure eight. 
Recall and Drop on Recall 
In recall , the handler walks 35 feet in front of his dog and 
then, upon order of the judge, calls or signals his dog to him. 
The judge will fi rst order the handler to "leave your dog". The 
handler will then walk 35 feet in front of the dog and then turn 
and face him. The judge will then order the handler to "call your 
dog". The handler then calls or signals his dog, which in the 
Novice class means the dog must come straight in at a brisk 
pace and sit straight, then center itself in front of the handler's 
feet, close enough for the handler to touch its head withoul 
moving his feet or stretching forward . The dog should not touch 
the handler or sit between his feet. The judge will then order 
"finish", and upon command and/or signal from the handler, the 
dog will go to the Heel position and sit. The method by which the 
dog goes to Heel position is optional provided that it is done 
smartly and the dog sits straight. 
Long Sit 
For the Long Sit in the Novice classes, the handler leaves his 
dog for 1 minute. This exercise is done by all the competing 
dogs of one class, or, if there is only one judge, all the classes 
together (provided that there are no more than 15 dogs in the 
group) . If there are many dogs, they may be broken into groups 
of no less than 6 or more than 15. 
The handlers sit their dogs and the judge orders "leave your 
dog". The handlers command and/ or signal their dogs to stay, 
then immediately go to the opposite side of the ring, and line up 
facing their dogs. After 1 minute, the judge orders "back to your 
dogs". The handlers walk back to their dogs, walk around and in 
back of them to Heel position . The dogs must not move from 
sitting position until the judge says "exercise finished". 
Long Down 
The Long Down in the Novice classes is done in the same 
manner as the Long Sit , except that instead of sitting their dogs 
the handlers will down their dogs, without touching their collars. 
The judge will order the handler back after 3 minutes. The dogs 
must stay in the down position until after the judge says "exer-
cise finished". 
Long Sit and Long Down 
in Open Classes 
The exercises in the Open classes are performed in the same 
manner as the Novice classes, except that after leaving their 
dogs the handlers must cross to the opposite side of the ring, 
leave the ring in single file as directed by the judge, and go to a 
designated area, out of their dog's sight. 
Handlers must remain in this designated area until called by 
the judge - 3 minutes in the Long Sit and 5 minutes in the Long 
Down. On order from the judge, the handlers will return to the 
ring in single file, reversing their outgoing order. Then they will 
line up facing their dogs at the opposite side of the ring , and 
return to their dogs on order from the judge. 
Retrieve on the Flat 
In this exercise, the dog must retrieve a dumbbell by follow-
ing a sequence of orders. The judge gives these orders to the 
handler who in turn relays them to the dog. The dog starts out in 
sitting position . 
• Throw It - The handler gives the command and/or 
signal to stay using his free hand only. Then he throws 
the dumbbell and waits for the judge's next order. 
• Send your dog - The handler gives the command or 
signal for his dog to retrieve the dumbbell. 
• Take It - The handler give the command and signal and 
takes the dumbbell away. 
• Finish - The handler gives the command or signal to 
Heel as in Recall. 
The dog should not move forward to retrieve or deliver the 
dumbbell when he returns until the handler commands or sig-
nals him. 
The retrieve should be executed at a fast trot or gallop, 
without unnecessary mouthing or playing with the dumbbell. 
The dog should sit straight, centered immediately in front of its 
handler's feet and close enough for the handler to take the 
dumbbell without moving either foot or stretching forward . The 
dog should not touch the handler or sit between his feet. 
The dumbbell must be approved by the judge and should be 
made of one or more pieces of solid, heavy hardwood. It may be 
unfinished, coated with a clear finish , or painted white. It should 
have no decorations or attachments, but may bear an incons-
picuous mark for identification. 
The size of the dumbbell should be proportionate to the size 
of the dog . The judge should require the dumbbell to be thrown 
again if it is thrown too short a distance, too far to one side, or 
against the ringside. 
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Retrieve over the High Jump 
This exercise is executed in the same manner as the Retrieve 
on the Flat, except that the dog must jump the High Jump both 
going and coming . The High Jump should be jumped clear. The 
jump should be approximately one and one-half times the 
height of the dog at the withers, with a minimum height of 8 
inches and a maximum height of 36 inches. 
The handler can stand any reasonable distance from the 
High Jump, but must stay in the same spot throughout the 
exercise. 
The side posts of the High Jump should be 4 feet high and 5 
feet wide. It should be constructed to provide adjustments in 
increments of two inches, starting from 8 inches and going to 36 
inches. It is suggested that the jump have a bottom board 8 
inches wide, including the space from the bottom of the board to 
the ground or floor, plus three other 8-inch boards, one 4-inch 
board, and one 2-inch board. A 6-inch board may also be 
provided. The jump should be painted a flat white. The width in 
inches should be painted on each side of each board in black 
2-inch numbers. The number on the bottom board represents 
the distance from the ground orfloorto the top of the board. 
SUGGESTED CONSTRUCTION OF HIGH JUMP 
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Broad Jump 
In the Broad Jump the handler should stand with his dog in 
front of and within 10 feet of the jump. The dog should be in Heel 
position. When the judge orders " leave your dog", the handler 
will give his dog the command and/or signal to stay and go to a 
position facing the right side of the jump. The handler should 
place his toes about 2 feet from the jump and anywhere between 
the first and last hurdle. On order from the judge, the handler 
should give the command or signal to jump and the dog should 
clear the entire distance of the Broad Jump without touching 
and without further command or signal. While the dog is in 
midair, the handler should change his position by executing a 
right angle turn . The dog should return to a sitting position 
immediately in front of the handler. On order from the judge, the 
handler will give the command to Heel and the dog should finish 
as in Recall. 
The Broad Jump should consist of four hurdles built to 
telescope for convenience. It should be made of boards about 8 
inches wide, the largest measuring about 5 feet in length and 6 
inches high at the highest point. All hurdles should be painted 
flat white. 
The hurdles should be arranged in order of size and should 
be evenly spaced to cover a distance equal to twice the height of 
the high jump as set for a particular dog, with the low side of 
each hurdle and the lowest hurdle nearest the dog. The four 
hurdles should be used for a jump of 52 to 72 inches, three for a 
jump of 32 to 48 inches, and two for a jump of 16 to 18 inches. 
The highest hurdles should be removed first. 
SUGGESTED CONSTRUCTION OF BROAD JUMP 
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Scent Discrimination 
In these two exercises the dog must select by scent alone 
and retrieve an article that has been touched by its handler. The 
articles should be provided by the handler. They should consist 
of two sets, each composed of five identical articles not more 
than 6 inches in length, and may be items of everyday use. One 
set should be made entirely of rigid metal and one of leather, so 
that nothing but leather is visible except for the minimum 
amount of thread or metal necessary to hold the article together. 
The articles in each set must be legibly numbered and approved 
by the judge. 
The handler will present all 10 articles to the judge. The 
judge will designate one article from each of the two sets and 
will make a written note of the numbers of the two articles he 
selects. These two articles should be placed on a table or chair 
in the ring until picked up by the handler who will hold only one 
article in his hand at a time. The handler's scent may be imparted 
to the article only from his hands, which must remain in plain 
sight. The handler can chose which article to use first. 
Before the start of the Scent Discrimination exercises, the 
judge or steward will handle each of the remaining 8 articles and 
place them at random in the ring about 6 inches apart. The 
handler will stand about 15 feet from the articles with the dog 
sitting in the Heel position . On order from the judge, the handler 
will place his article on the judge's book or worksheet. The judge 
places it, without touching it with his hands, with the other 
articles. The handler and his dog will face away from the articles 
that are on the ground or floor from the ti me the judge takes the 
handler's article until he gives the order "send your dog". 
On order from the judge to "send your dog", the handler and 
his dog will execute a right about turn to face the articles and the 
handler will simultaneously give the command or signal to 
retrieve. The dog will not sit again after turning , but will go 
directly to the articles. The handler may give his scent to the dog 
by gently touching the dog's nose with the palm of one open 
hand , but this may only be done while the dog is sitting at Heel 
and the arm and hand must be returned to a natural position 
before handler and dog turn to face the articles. The dog should 
go at a brisk pace to the articles. He may take any reasonable 
time to select the right article, provided he works continuously 
and does not pick up any article other than the one with his 
handler's scent. After picking up the right article, the dog should 
return at a brisk pace and complete the exercise the same way 
as the Retrieve on the Flat. 
The same procedure is followed in each of the two Scent 
Discrimination exercises. Should a dog retrieve the wrong arti-
cle in the first exercise, it will be placed on the table or chair, and 
the handler's article must also be taken from the remaining 
articles. The second exercise will then be completed with one 
less article in the ring . 
TIPS TO SET UP SHOW 
• Organize your show committee into smaller commit-
tees. Delegate authority to adult volunteers and junior 
leaders who can oversee various areas (e.g., food, ring , 
registration, set-up, and clean-up committees) . 
• Two or three days before the show, check with each 
committee chairperson to see that everything is ready. 
This saves time and frustration on the day of the show. 
Allow ample set-up time before registration begins. It 
becomes almost impossible to set up once the entrants 
begin to arrive. 
• Advance registration is very helpful , if it can be arranged. 
Have sheets drawn up for each class and armbands 
numbered and ready to give out. 
• Be sure to have clean-up supplies on hand for the acci-
dents that occur. A can of disinfectant is a must. 
• Publicize your show. Use local newspapers, radio and 
TV stations. Make posters and distribute flyers to sur-
rounding counties. 
• A list of judges is available from the your County Exten-
sion office. It includes the counties that they have 
judged. In order to find out the judge's qualifications, 
contact those counties. 
• Before the show, tell the judge what level of develop-
ment to expect. 
• Not all dog shows will offer purple, red and white rib-
bons. This is the decision of various show committees. It 
is suggested , however, that all 4-H'ers receive a ribbon . If 
a dog relieves itself in the ring, an automatic white ribbon 
is recommended. 
This handbook was prepared and approved by the state 4-H 
Dog Program Development Committee. Appreciation is ex-
tended to the Kansas 4-H Program for the use of its project 
material in the preparation of this guide. 
EXTRA HELP 
Ralston Purina, the national 4-H Dog sponsor, will furnish 
show supplies, as well as films and booklets free of charge. For a 
list of available supplies write: 
Supply Service Section 
Ralston Purina Company 
Checkerboard Square 
St. Louis, Missouri 63118 
Other companies that offer free booklets and information are 
listed below: 
Gaines Research Co. 
250 North Street 
White Plains, NY 10625 
Quaker Oats Co. 
Merchandise Mart Plaza 
Chicage, IL 60654 
Tuffy's - Division of Starkist Food, Inc. 
Box 190 
Perham, MN 56573 
To get a regulations booklet from the American Kennel club 
(AKC) , write: 
The American Kennel Club, Inc. 
51 Madison Avenue 
New York , NY 10010 
Issued in furtherance of cooperative extension work in agriculture and home economics, acts of May 8 and June 30, 1914, in cooperation with the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture. Norman A. Brown, Director of Agricultural Extension Service, University of Minnesota, St. Paul , Minnesota 55108. The 
University of Minnesota, including the Agricultural Extension Service, is committed to the policy that all persons shall have equal access to its programs, 
llcilities, and employment without regard to race, creed , color, sex, national origin, or handicap. 
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4-H DOG PROJECT 
SCORE SHEET FOR SHOW 
4H -FS-0112 
Handler & Dog No. _________________________ _ GRADUATE BEGINNER CLASS 
Club or County _________ ....,.. _________________ _ 
Dogs must not have had training beyond this 
level. Dogs will perform the long sit, long 
down, stand for examination and recall off 
lead. No one can stay in this class more than 
two years or after receiving a blue ribbon at 
the Regional Show Level. 
Date __________________________________ _ 
Judge _____________________________ _ 
Max. Points NET 
EXERCISE EXTREME MAJOR SUBSTANTIAL MINOR Points Lost SCORE 
Heeling Fig. 8 
□ ... Improper heel position . . ... . . .. □ D 
□ .. . Occasional tight leash .......... □ D 
HEEL Unmanageable . ... . . □ Handler continually □ . .. Forging D Crowding handler .. .. D D adapts pace to dog .. . □ □ .. . Lagging D Sniffing ... .. . .. .. . □ D 
ON LEASH □ ... E><tra command to heel .... . .. . □ D 40 AND □ . .. Heeling wide □ Turns □ Abouts D D 
FIGURE 8 Unqualified heeling .. □ Constant tugging on □ ... No ch 'ge of pace D Fast □ Slow 0 D leash or guiding ... . . 0 □ ... No sits .. . ... . .. . .. . . Poor sits D D 
□ .. . Lack of naturalness. smoothness . D D 
□ ... Handler error .... .. . · . . ... . ... □ D 
□ .. . Resistance to handler posing ........... □ 
STAND Sits before or during Moves away before or □ . .. E><tra command to stay ................ □ 
FOR e><amination .... . .. . □ during e><amination . • □ □ ... Moving slightly during e><am ... . ........ □ 30 EXAMINATION □ ... Mov ing after e><amination . . ... . ..... .. . □ Growls or snaps ....• □ Shows shyness or □ ... Sits as handler returns . .. • . . ...... . . . . □ 
OFF LEASH resentment . . . • • . .. . □ □ ... Lack of naturalness, smoothness .. ... .. . □ 
□ .. , Handler error .. . . .. . . • .. .. . . .. . .. . . · . □ 
Coat - 15 points (clean, smooth, not scaly, free from loose hairl 
Ears - 5 points (clean insidel 
40 GROOMING Eyes - 5 points (cleanl 
Toenails - 5 points (not e><cessively longl 
General absence of fleas, lice, mites, or ticks - 10 points 
E><tra command or D Stood or lay down Touched handler . . □ 
signal to stay . .. . . . . D □ Slow response Sat between feet .. □ 
RECALL Didn' t come on first Moved from position. □ D No sit Poor sit ......... □ 30 OFF LEASH command or signal. •. D Anticipated recall D No finish Poor finish .. . .... □ command .. . .•. . . . . □ D E><tra command to Lack of naturalness 
Sat out of reach ... •. □ finish or smoothness . .. . □ 
Leaving handler . . •.. □ D Handler error . . . .. . . . ..... . ... .. ....... □ 
MAX SUB-TOTAL 140 
LONG Stood or lay down Stood or lay down 
D Forcing into position Stood or lay down 
w i th in 15seconds . . . □ within 15-30 seconds .□ D M inor move before after handler 
SIT handler returns returns to heel 30 ( 1 Minute) D Minor whine or bark position ....... .. □ 
OFF LEASH Goes to another Repeated whines or D Stood or lay down 30-dog .. . . .... . ... . . □ barks . . . . ... .. . .. . □ 60 seconds 
LONG Sat or stood within Sat or stood within D Forcing into position Sat or stood after 0-1 minute .. . •.. .. . □ 1-2 minutes ... . . . . . □ D Minor move before handler returnsto 
DOWN handler returns heel position .... . □ 30 (3 Minutes) D Minor whine or bark 
OFF LEASH Goes to another Repeated whines or D Sat or stood within 2-3 
dog ......... . . .. . □ barks . . ... ........ □ minutes 
Total points before any penalty 
MAXIMUM POINTS = 200 
D D isci plining D Shows fear D Foul ing r iny D Leaving ring D Disqualif ied 0 Expelled D E><cused Less Penalty for Unusual Behav ior 
EXPLA N ATION 
TOTAL NET SCORE OF PENAL T Y 
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE • UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA • U .S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
I 
4H-FS-0115 
4-H DOG PROJECT 
SCORE SHEET FOR SHOW 
Handler & Dog No. 
BEGINNER CLASS "A" - 4-H'er and his/her 
Dub or County dog have participated in one or more obedience 
training classes. The 4 -H'er working with the 
Date 
same dog may participate in this class only one 
year. A dog with more than one year of training 
ildge 
is ineligible. 
Max. Points NET 
EXERCISE EXTREME MAJOR SUBSTANTIAL MINOR Points Lost SCORE 
Heeling Fig. 8 
□ ... Improper heel position . . .. . .. . . □ D 
□ .. . Occasional tight leash .......... □ D 
HEEL Unmanageable . ..... □ Handler continually □ . .. Forging D Crowding handler .. .. D D adapts pace to dog ... □ □ ... Lagging D Sniffing .... . ... . . . D D ON LEASH □ .. . Extra command to heel ..... .. . D 0 35 AND □ ... Heeling wide □ Turns □ Abouts □ D 
FIGURE 8 Unqua lif ied heel ing . . □ Constant tugging on □ . .. No ch'ge of pace D Fast D Slow D D leash or guiding . .... □ □ ... No sits .. . . .. .. ..... . Poor sits D D 
□ ... Lack of naturalness, smoothness . D D 
□ ... Handler error .. .. .. : .... .. ... □ D 
□ ... Resistance to handler posing .. ......... □ 
STAND Sits before or dur ing Moves away before or □ ... Extra command to stay . .. . ... ..... .... □ 
FOR examinat ion ........ □ during examination .. □ □: .. Moving slightly during exam . .. ......... □ 
·30 JxAMINATION □ .. . Moving after examination .. . .. . ....... . □ Growls or snaps ..... □ Shows shyness or □ ... Sits as handler returns .... . . ... . ...... □ 
ON LEASH resentment ......... □ □ ... Lack of naturalness, smoothness .... . ... □ 
□ ... Haridler error . ... . ... .... . . ........ . □ 
Coat - 15 po ints (clean, smooth, not scaly, free from loose hair) 
Ears - 5 points (clean inside) 
45 GROOMING Eyes - 5 points (clean) 
Toenails - 5 points (not excessively long) 
General absence of fleas, I ice, mites, or t icks - 15 points 
Extra command or D Stood or lay down Touched handler . . □ 
signal to stay ... . ... D D Slow response Sat between feet .. □ 
RECALL Didn't come on first Moved from pos ition . □ D No sit Poor sit .... .... . □ 30 ON LEASH command or signal. . . □ Anticipated recall D No fin ish Poor fin ish ... . . .. □ command, . ... ..... □ D Extra command to Lack of naturalness 
Sat out of reach •.... □ f inish or smoothness .... □ 
Leaving handler .. . .. □ D Handler error . . .. . .. . .. ... · . ..... . .... .. □ 
MAX SUB-TOTAL ' 140 
Stood or lay down Stood or lay down D Forcing into posit ion Stood or lay down 
, 
LONG with in 15seconds . . . □ with in 15-30 seconds .□ D Minor move before after handler 
SIT handler returns returns to heel 30 11 Minute) D Minor whine or bark position ..... .. .. □ 
ON LEASH Goes to another Repeated wh ines or D Stood or lay down 30-dog .. ............ □ barks .... , ........ □ 60 seconds 
LONG Sat or stood with in Sat or stood within D Forcing into position Sat or stood after 0-1 minute ... . ..... □ 1-2 minutes ... . . .. . □ D Minor move before handler returnsto 
DOWN handler returns heel position . . .. . □ 30 13 Minutes) D Minor whine or bark 
ON LEASH Goes to another Repeated wh ines or D Sat or stood within 2-3 dog . . . ... . . . ... . . □ barks ..... . .. . .. . ,D minutes 
Total points before any penalty 
MAXIMUM POINTS= 200· 
□ D isci plini ng D Shows fear D Fou li ng r ing D Leaving ring D Disqual if ied D Expelled D Excused Less Penalty for Unusual Behav ior 
EXPLANATION 
TOTAL NET SCORE OF PENAL TY 
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE • UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA • U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
l 
4-H DOG PROJECT 
SCORE SHEET FOR SHOW 
Handler & Dog No. ________________________ _ 
Club or County ____________________________ _ 
Date· Beginner "B" 
------------------------------------
Judge ______________________________ _ 
NONOUALIFYING QUALIFYING (OVER 50"/4) Max. 
EXERCISE ZERO LESS THAN 50% SUBSTANTIAL MINOR Points 
Heeling Fig. 8 
□ ... Improper heel position .... ..... □ D 
□ ... Occasional tight leash . .. .. . . ... □ D 
HEEL Unmanageable .. . ... D Handler continually □ .. . Forging D Crowding handler .. . . D D adapts pace to dog ... □ □ . .. Lagging D Sniffing ....... ... . D D 
ON LEASH □ ... Extra command to heel .. .. .. .. D D 35 AND □ ... Heeling wide □ Turns □ Abouts D D 
FIGURE 8 Unqual if ied heeling .. 0 Constant ti.Jgging on □ ... No ch'ge of pace D Fast □ Slow □ D leash or guiding . .. . . □ □ ... No sits ..... . . ..... .. Poor sits D D 
□ ... Lack of naturalness, smoothness . D D 
□ .. . Handler error . .. .... · ... ..... . □ D 
□ ... Resistance to handler posing .......... . □ 
STAND Sits before or dur ing Moves away before or □ ... Extra command to stay . . . ........ . .... □ 
FOR examination . . ... . . . 0 dur ing exam inat ion . . 0 □ ... Moving slightly during exam . ........... □ 30 EXAMINATION □ . .. Moving after examination .......... .... □ Growls or snaps .. . .. □ Shows shyness or □ ... Sits as handler returns ...• . • . . . . ... . .. □ 
ON LEASH resentment . . . . . ... . □ □ ... Lack of naturalness, smoothness . .. .. ... □ 
□ ... Handler error . . .. . .. .. .. . . ...... .... □ 
Coat - 15 po ints (clean, smooth, no_t scaly, free from loose hair) 
Ears - 5 points (clean inside) 
45 GROOMING Eyes - 5 po ints (clean) 
Toenails - 5 points (not ~xcessively long) 
General absence of fleas, lice, m ites, or ticks - 15 points 
Extra command or D Stood or lay down Touched handler . . □ 
signal to stay ....... D D Slow response Sat between feet .. □ 
RECALL D idn't come on first Moved from posit ion . □ 0 No sit Poor sit ... . . . . . . □ 30 ON LEASH command or signal. .. □ Anticipated recall D No finish Poor finish ...... . □ command .. . ... . . .. □ D Extra command to Lack of naturalness 
Sat out of reach ..... D finish or smoothness . .. . □ 
Leaving handler .. ... □ D Handler error . ....... .. .. . . ... .. . . ... .. □ 
MAX SUB-TOTAL 140 
LONG Stood or lay down Stood or lay down 
D Forcing into position Stood or lay down 
w ithin 15seconds ... □ within 15-30 seconds .□ D Minor move before after handler 
SIT handler returns returns to heel 30 ( 1 Minute) D Minor whine or bark position .. .... ... □ 
ON LEASH Goes to another Repeated whines or D Stood or lay down 30-dog . .. . ... . .. . . . . □ barks . ............ □ 60 seconds 
LONG Sat or stood with in Sat or stood within D Forcing into position Sat or stood after 0-1 minute . ........ □ 1-2 m inutes ... . .... □ D Minor move before handler returns to 
DOWN handler returns heel position . . . . . □ 30 (3 Minutes) D Minor whine or bark 
ON LEASH Goes to another Repeated wh ines or D Sat or stood within 2-3 
dog . . .. . . .. . . .. . . □ barks ..... . .... ... □ minutes 
Total points before any penalty 
MAXIMUM POINTS = 200 
D D isciplining D Shows fear D Fouling ring D Leaving ring D Disqualified 0 Expelled D Excused Less Penalty for Unusual Behavior 
EXPLANATION TOTAL NET SCORE OF PENALTY 
4H-FS-0116 
Points NET 
Lost SCORE 
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE • UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA • U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
4H-FS-0117 
4-H DOG PROJECT 
SCORE SHEET FOR SHOW 
IWldler & Dog No. 
~bor County 
rate NO VICE CLASS 
lidge 
NONOUALIFYING QUALIFYING (OVER 50%) Max. Points NET 
EXERCISE ZERO LESS THAN 50% SUBSTANTIAL MINOR Points Lost SCORE 
HNli119 Fig. 8 
□ ... Improper heel position ..... . .. . □ □ □ . .. Occasional tight leash . . . . . . . . . . D □ 
HEEL _Unmanageable .... .. □ Handler continually □ ... Forging O Crowding handler .... □ D adapts pace to dog ... □ □ . .. Lagging D Sniffing . ....... . .. D □ ON LEASH □ ... Extra command to heel .. . ..... D D 35 AND □ ... Heeling wide □ Turns □ Abouts 0 D 
FIGURE 8 Unqualified heeling . . □ Constant t..1gging on □ ... No ch'ge of pace 0 Fast □ Slow □ D 
leash or gu iding . . .. . □ □ ... No sits ....... . .. . . .. Poor sits D D 
□ .. . Lack of naturalness, smoothness . D D 
□ ... Handler error . .. ... . .... . .. . . D D 
D . Resistance to handler posing . . . □ 
STAND Sits before or du ring Moves away before or D . Extra command to stay .. ... . □ 
FOR examination ...... . . □ during examination . . □ D 
Moving slightly during exam . □ D Moving after examination ....... . □ 30 lxAMINATION Growls or snaps . . . .. □ D Sits as handler returns . . o Shows shyness or D Lack of naturalness, smoothness . □ OFF LEASH resentment . . . .. . ... □ D . Extra command to stand . □ o . Handler error 
□ . Improper heel position .. . o 
D Forging . . . . □ Crowding handler □ 
HEEL Handler continually D 
Lagging . . . . □ Sniffing . . □ □ Extra command to heel 45 OFF Unmanageable D adapts pace to dog [J D No change of pace □ Fast □ Slow 
LEASH Unqualified heeling D Leaving handler 0 □ No sits ...... Poor sits O 0 Lack of naturalness, smoothness .. □ o . Heeling wide □ Turns □ Abouts 
0 Handler error 
Extra command or D Stood or lay down Touched handler .. 0 
signal to stay .. . ... . D □ Slow response Sat between feet .. □ 
RECALL Didn' t come on first Moved from position . □ □ No sit Poor sit . . . ... ... □ 30 OFF LEASH command or signal. . . □ Antic ipated recall 0 No finish Poor finish . ... ... □ command .. . ....... □ □ Extra command to Lack of naturalness 
Sat out of reach .. . .. □ fin ish or smoothness . .. . □ 
Leaving handler . .... □ D Handler error .. . .. . ... . .... . ..... . . ... . □ 
MAX SUB-TOTAL 140 
LONG I Did not rema in in Stood or lay down be- □ Forcing into Stood or lay down place . .. . ... . . . ... □ fore handler returns .. 0 position after handler 
SIT □ Minor move before returns to heel 30 11 Minute) handler returns position ..... . . . . □ 
OFF LEASH Goes to another Repeated wh ines or □ Minor whine or bark dog . . . .. . . . . ..... □ barks . . .. . .. . . . ... □ 
LONG Did not rema in in Sat or stood before D Forc ing into posit ion Sat or stood after place .... . .... . .... □ handler returns ..... □ D M inor move before handler returnsto 
DOWN handler returns - heel position ..... □ 30 13 Minutes) D Minor wh ine or bark 
OFF LEASH Goes to another Repeated wh ines o, dog . . . . . .. . ..... . □ barks .... . • . .....• □ 
Total points before anv penalty 
MAXIMUM POINTS = 200 
□ O , sc i pl i n i ng D Shows fear D Fouling ring D Leaving r ing D Disqua lif ied 0 Expelled D Excused Less Penalty for Unusual Behav ior 
EXPLANATION 
TOTAL NET SCORE OF PENAL TY 
-AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE • UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA • U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
L__ 
4H-FS-0118 
4-H DOG PROJECT 
SCORE SHEET FOR SHOW 
Handler & Dog No. _________________________ _ 
Club or County ____________________________ _ 
Date ________________________________ _ GRADUATE NOVICE CLASS 
Judge 
NONOUALIFYING QUALIFYING (OVER 50%) Max. Points 
EXERCISE ZERO LESS THAN 50% SUBSTANTIAL MINOR Points Lost 
□ ... Improper heel position .. .. ..... □ 
□ ... Occasional tight leash . .. .... . .. □ 
□ ... Forging D Crowding handler .... D 
Unmanageable .. .. .. D Handler continually □ .. . Lagging D Sniffing .. .. ....... D 
adapts pace to dog ... D □ ... Extra command to heel ...... . . □ 
HEEL □ ... Heeling wide □ Turns □ Abouts D 35 
~N LEASH □ ... No ch'ge of pace D Fast □ Slow 0 
Unqualified heeling .. □ Constant tight leash, □ ... No sits . ..... . .. ..... Poor sits D 
or guiding .. ....... □ □ ... Lack of naturalness, smoothness . 0 
□ ... Handler error .... . ... .... ... . D 
□ ... No finish •. .. ..... . · Poor finish D 
□ .. . Extra command to stand .. .. .. .. ..... . D 
STAND Sits before or during Moves away before or □ ... Resistance to handler posing . ....... ... D □ ... Extra command to stay ................ □ 
FOR examination ........ □ during examination . . □ □ .. . Moving slightly during exam ..... . . .. .. . □ 30 EXAMINATION 0 ... Moving after examination ..... .... . . ... □ Growls or snaps ..... □ Shows shyness or D . .. Sits as handler returns .. ... .... . . ..... D OFF LEAD resentment ......... □ □ .. . Lack of naturalness, smoothness ... .. ... □ 
□ ... Handler error ... .... ..... . .. . .. ..... D 
Heeling Fig. 8 
□ ... Improper heel position .. ... .... □ D 
D ... Occasional tight leash . .. . ... . .. D D 
Unmanageable ...... □ Ham.lier continually □ . .. Forging D Crowding handler .. .. D D 
HEEL FREE adapts self to dog .. . D □ ... Lagging □ Sniffing ... . . ... . .. □ D 
AND □ ... Extra command to heel ........ □ D 45 □ ... Heeling wide □ Turns □ Abouts D D FIGURE 8 Unqualified heeling . . □ □ . . . No ch'ge of pace D Fast □ Slow D D 
□ ... No sits .. ............ Poor sits D D 
□ ... Lack of naturalness, smoothness . D D 
□ ... Handler error ... .. .. .. ....... D D 
Extra command or 
signal to stay after 
u handler leaves ... . .. D D Stood or lay down 
Does not come on first Moved from position. D D Extra command or signal 
DROP command or signal. .. D Anticipated: D Before leaving OFinist, Touched handler . . 0 Recall ... ..... . . □ D Slow response Sat between feet .. □ 30 ON Drop .. ....... .. □ D Slow return Poor sit .... .. .. . □ 
RECALL Does not drop on first Come in . .... . .. D D Slow drop Poor finish .... . .. □ command or signal. .. D Sat out of reach ..... D D No sit in front Lack of naturalness 
Doesn't come after D No finish or smoothness . ... □ 
drop . . . . .. .. ... ... □ 0 Handler err'or 
MAX SUB-TOTAL 140 
LONG SIT Did not remain in Stood or lay down be- D Forcing into position Minor move after (3 Minutes) place .... . ..... . . . □ fore handler returns .. □ D Minor move before handler returns to 
Handler Goes to another Repeated whines or handler returns heel position .. . . D 30 
out of si9ht dog . . . . .... . . . ... □ barks ........... . . 0 D Minor whine or bark Handler error ... .. 0 
LONG DOWN Did not remain in Stood or sat before D Forcing into position Minor move after (5 Minutes) place ... . . ....... . □ handler returns ..... D D Minor move before handler returns to 
Handler Goes to another Repeated whines or handler returns heel position .. ... □ 30 
out of sight dog ... .. . ...... . . □ barks .. . . ......... □ D Minor whine or bark Handler error .... D 
Total points before any penslty 
MAXIMUM POINTS ; 200 
D Disciplining □ Snapping □ Bark i ng □ Leaving ring D Handler error Less Penalty for Uncontrolled Behavior 
EXPLANATION 
TOTAL NET SCORE OF PENAL TY 
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE • UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA • U .S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
NET 
SCORE 
·-
I 
LL 
4H-FS-011 
4-H DOG PROJECT 
SCORE SHEET FOR SHOW 
Handler & Dog No. __________________________ _ 
Club or County ___________________________ _ 
Date ________________________________ _ OPEN CLASS 
Judge 
NON QUALIFYING QUALIFYING Maximum Points 
EXERCISE ZERO LESS THAN 60% SUBSTANTIAL MINOR Points Off 
Heeling Fig.8 
D ... Improper heel position •••• □ □ 
HEEL FREE D Forging •• O Crowding handler. D □ Unmanageable .•• □ Handler continually D Lagging .. . ..•..•. □ Sniffing D □ 40 AND adapts pece to dog □ O ' .... Extra command to heel ••••• O □ 
FIGURE 8 □ Heeling wide O on turns □ abouts O No change of pece □ fast □ slow 
Unqualified heeling O Leaving handler ••• Q □ • • • • • • No sit ••• Poor sits ••• □ D O . Lacks naturalness smoothness □ □ 
Extra com. or sig. O Stood or lay down Touching handler □ 
Does not come on to stay after O Extra com. or signal Sat between feet □ first command or handler leaves•·· □ DROP signal •• .••••••• D Moved from place before leaving Poor sit □ 
ON left •••••••.•••• D D Slow response Poor finish ••••• □ 30 Does not drop on Anticipated: O Slow return Lack of naturalness RECALL first command or Recall •.••.••• □ O Slow drop smoothness ••• -□ 
signal •• .•. • •.•. 0 Drop .•••••••• 0 O No sit in front Come in ••••.• 0 
Sat out of reach ••• r:J O No finish 
Goes before com- □ • Slow ••• 0 Going ••• 0 Returning. □ 
RETRIEVE Fails to go out on mand or signal •• • D 0 ... • .. •. Mouthing or Playing ... • .... D first command or 0 Dropping dumbbell Touching handler □ 25 ON signal ..... ..... □ Extra command or D Poor delivery Sat between feet □ 
FLAT signal . . ...•.•.. rJ 0 No sit in front Poor sit . •. .... • □ Fai Is to retrieve □ Cl No finish Poor finish • .. •• □ Sat out of reach 0 0 Handler error 
Fai Is to go out on Goes before com- Cl . Slow . .• . Q Going . . . □ Returning .•• O 
first command or mand or signal • • • O 0 . .... .. Mouthi11A or Playing . ....•••• 0 
RETRIEVE signal ... ... .... □ Jumps only one 0 Dropping dumbbell Touching handler •• □ direction ..•.. . . . 0 D Poor delivery Sat between feet •• □ 35 OVER Fai Is to jump going Sat out of reach .. D 0 Clirri>ing jump Poor sit □ 
HIGH JUMP and returning .... □ Extra command □ No sit in front Poor finish . ••.•• • □ or signal .......• D □ No finish Fails to retrieve □ □ Handler error 
Refuses to jump on Goes before com- D Minor jump touch Touching handler •• O BROAD first command or mand or signal • • • • 0 □ Poor return Sat between feet •• O 20 JUMP signal . . ..... ..• D Does not clear jump D D No sit in front Poor sit .•.•...•• · • □ 
Walks over any part O Sat out of reach ••• D D No finish Poor finish ....•• • □ 
MAX. SUB-TOTAL. 150 
LONG Did not remain in Stood or lay down O Forced into position Mi nor move after place . •.• ....• •• D before handler □ Mi nor move before handler returns SIT Goes to another returns .••.•.•.. □ hand I er returns to heel position.-□ 25 
(3 Minutes) dog .. . • ... •. • ... D Repeated whines O Minor whine or bark Handler error .•• -□ or barks . . . • .... D 
LONG Did not remain in Stood or sat before □ Forced into position Minor move after 
DOWN place ••.••.•. .• • O handler returns • . D O Minor move before handler returns 25 Goes to another Repeated whines handler returns to heel position •• -□ 
/5 Uinut~\ dnn ~ - .. . ..□ or barks •• _ . • •. •• D __ Q _Minor whine or baFk _Handler er,:,:,r _ ••• _£) 
Total points before any penalty 
MAXIMUM POINTS ; 200 
D Disciplining D Shows fear D Fouling r iny D Leaving ring D Disqualified D Expelled D Excused Less Penalty for Unu sua l Behav ior 
EXPLANATION 
OF PENAL T Y TOTAL NET SCORE 
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE • UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA • U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
NE 
sco 
SHOWMANSHIP CLASS· Judging is based entirely on the 
member's ability to groom and show the dog according 
to its breed . 
4H DOG PROJECT 
SCORE SHEET FOR SHOW 
ARMBAND 
and BREED 
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